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Star gold select tv guide

Stay up tot with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Nothing says nostalgia like revisiting the homes of actors from some of the biggest TV shows of the 90s, including The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, ER, and FriendsOctober 31, 2016In the 1990s, we still watched TV on, well, TVs. Every week, the
biggest stars of our favorite hit shows appear in our living rooms and begin to feel like guests in our homes. Before being an A-lister Hollywood, Will Smith starred in The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, a fish comedy out of the water about a West Philadelphia kid living with his wealthy California parents, while ER gave America
a dramatic look at a bustling city hospital and the doctors and nurses who led it , including Julianna Margulies. Over the years, Architectural Digest has been invited into the homes of these stars and more, and here we go inside the residences of some of the biggest stars of the 90s, including the pad beverly hills of
Friends star Jennifer Aniston, the Manhattan apartment of Spin City Michael J. Fox, the sumptuous home of Frasier Kelsey Grammer , and the New York loft of My So-Called Life actress Claire Danes.Explorecelebrity styleCelebrity HomesJennifer Anistonwill smith Are you a Fan of Dancing with the Stars? If so, then
you'll be happy to hear that the 13's cast season has been chosen. Who's on the list? Nancy Grace, HLN host Actor David Arquette Reality TV star Kristen Cavallari Reality TV star Rob Kardashian Chaz Bono, transgender advocate Actress Elisabetta Canalis Soap star J.R. Martinez Singer Chynna Phillips Stylist Carson
Kressley Football goalkeeper Hope Solo Ron Artest, star des Lakers Former talk show host Ricki Lake Are you surprised by one of the candidates? Who are you excited to watch? I'm not used to watching the show, but this cast seems varied enough to create some real interest this season! This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and content similar to piano.io
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